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To solve the problem of fracturing due to high water pressure when pumping in
the diversion tunnel, the mechanism of hydraulic fracturing (HF) in the tunnel
under high internal water pressure is studied. A numericalmodel of HF considering
water-rock interaction is established using the PFC2D discrete element simulation
software. The HF mechanism of surrounding rock under high internal water
pressure is studied, and the development process of hydraulic cracks is
obtained. The influence of surrounding rock parameters on fracturing is
analyzed and the law between principal stress and crack development is
investigated. The high-pressure water injection test under different tunnel
diameters is also carried out. Numerical test research shows that under the
action of high internal water pressure, the surrounding rock at the cavity wall
splits first, and the water entering the crack generates water pressure on the crack
sidewall, which in turn generates tensile stress at the crack tip and further causes
the crack expansion. The crack length is exponentially related to the internal water
pressure. The high internal water pressure decays gradually with the crack
extension distance and stabilizes when the crack extension reaches a certain
length because the water pressure is less than the tensile strength of the
surrounding rock. The fracturing results indicate that the process of HF
damage is tensile types, and the increase of cohesion plays a suppressive role
in crack opening, while the internal friction angle has little effect on the HF effect.
The influence of principal stress on the HF result shows that the direction of HF is
along the direction of major principal stress. The major principal stress promotes
the cracking, while the minor principal stress inhibits the crack growth. By
simulating the water injection test for different hole diameters of the diversion
tunnel, it is found that the fracturing distance of the surrounding rock increases
approximately linearly with the increase of the hole diameter. The test results can
provide a basis for the design and construction of high-pressure tunnels such as
pumped storage power plants.
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1 Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a physical phenomenon that causes
cracks and expansion in rock or soil due to the elevation of fluid
pressure. The hydraulic fracturing is more common in underground
engineering. It has been used in gas field extraction as early as the
1940s (Britt, 2012; Damjanac and Cundall, 2016). In the field of
geothermal power generation, hydraulic fracturing is an important
method to obtain geothermal energy by controlling the direction
and degree of fracture development. Creating fractures in the hot
rock and injecting low-temperature water along the fractures can
obtain thermal energy underground (Legarth et al., 2005; Ghassemi
et al., 2007). Through hydraulic fracturing, the injection of fluid can
capture geothermal heat over a larger area (Zimmermann et al.,
2011). In addition, hydraulic fracturing behavior is important in
areas such as environmental protection (Murdoch and Slack, 2002;
Goodman et al., 2016) and magma flow (Lister et al., 1991).
However, in some areas, hydraulic fracturing can be harmful,
such as in water diversion tunnels where hydraulic fracturing can
damage the tunnel structure, and in dam foundations where
hydraulic fracturing can cause water seepage or instability, with
serious engineering consequences (Zhao et al., 2022; Zhu et al.,
2022). It has become crucial to understand the mechanism of
hydraulic fracturing and find solutions to the risks brought on by
hydraulic fracturing as a result of the recent development of large
water conservation projects.

At present, the research methods of rock hydraulic fracturing
mainly include laboratory model tests (Shearing or compression tests,
uniaxial and triaxial compression tests), theoretical analysis (Blanton’s
criterion, Warpinski and Teufel’s criterion, Renshaw and Pollard’s
criterion, etc.) and numerical simulations (The continuous,
discontinuous and hybrid continuum-discrete method) (Lin et al.,
2022; Lei et al., 2023; Lin et al., 2023; Guo et al., 2014). studied the
effects of stress, flow rate, and fracturing fluid viscosity on fracture
extension patterns based on large triaxial tests. (Patel et al., 2017).
conducted triaxial tests of hydraulic fracturing to study the effect of
cyclic pressure on the destructive force of rock masses. (Tan et al.,
2017). conducted true triaxial hydraulic fracturing experiments in
layered shales to understand the fracture initiation and vertical
extension behavior. He also summarized four typical modes of
fracture extension in shale formations from the physical
experiment results. (Li et al., 2020). developed a mathematical
model for hydraulic fracturing to predict fracture parameters. The
results showed that field stress plays a major role in the development
of cracks, the fracture toughness of the rock can inhibit the growth of
fractures, and the fracture fluid density promotes the expansion of
fractures. (Chukwudozie et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2022). derived a unified
fracture-porous media hydraulic fracturing model based on the
energy criterion of Griffith theory and used the variational phase
field method to deal with the interaction of multiple fractures and
their evolution along complex paths. Lecampion and Detournay
(Lecampion and Detournay, 2007) developed an implicit moving
grid algorithm to solve the plane strain propagation problem for
hydraulic fracturing. This algorithm is well suited for plane strain
hydraulic fracturing problems with hysteresis.

Numerical simulation can better obtain the process of hydraulic
fracturing and study the mechanism than model tests. Numerical
hydraulic fracturing models are divided into coupled and uncoupled

models. The coupled model considers the interaction between water
and surrounding rock (Zhang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2020; Lei
et al., 2020; Jia et al., 2021) while the uncoupled model ignore such
interaction (Shimizu et al., 2011). studied the effect of fluid viscosity
on fracture initiation pressure, and they found that low-viscosity
fluids are more likely to penetrate into the fracture and apply fluid
pressure to the entire fracture surface. Therefore, the fracture
pressure of low-viscosity fluids is lower than that of high-
viscosity fluids. (Wang et al., 2009). used realistic failure process
analysis (F-RFPA2D) to study the emergence and expansion
behavior of fractures in hard soils during injection, and
investigated the effect of soil homogeneity on the fractured
ground. (Li et al., 2012). developed a parallel finite element
program, RFPA3D-Parallel, for stress and seepage field analysis.
The program considers the coupled effects of seepage, damage, and
stress fields to model progressive damage and associated fluid flow in
rocks in three dimensions. The program can be used to study the
hydrodynamic response of laboratory-scale rock samples (Ren et al.,
2009). use extended finite element method (XFEM) for numerical
simulation of hydraulic fracturing. XFEM can overcome the
disadvantages of classical finite elements, such as no dense mesh
near the fracture and no need to set the path of the fracture. The pre-
processing work is greatly simplified. (Zhou and Hou, 2013; Zhao
et al., 2021). used fast lagrangian analysis of continua in
3 dimensions (FLAC3D) to study the mechanical behavior of rock
formations based on continuous media mechanics. The simulation
considers the crack extension in the geometric model and the
hydrodynamic coupling effect between the crack and the matrix
in the three-dimensional stress state. A finite-discrete element
method (FDEM)-based coupled hydrodynamic model is proposed
by (Yan et al., 2016), where each complete object is discretized with a
mesh consisting of 3-node triangular elements, and joint cells with
no initial thickness are inserted at the common edges of the
triangular cells for simulating hydraulic fracturing with complex
fracture geometries. The proposed hydraulic fracture network
update algorithm can accurately update the most complex
hydraulic fracture network during the hydraulic fracturing
process. However, finite element method (FEM) or XFEM
requires huge computational costs, and it is difficult to study
fracture extension due to its limitations on grid orientation,
numerical discretization, and especially fracture extension
direction. The boundary element method can use fewer elements
with the same accuracy and high computational efficiency. (Zhou
et al., 2016). developed a numerical model using the maximum
circumferential (MCS) theory and the boundary element method
(BEM) to study the effects of single and combined factors and
proposed an evaluation factor to evaluate the direction of fracture
extension. The discrete element method can simulate large
deformation problems in rock masses more simply and
realistically than the frequent mesh division of traditional finite
element simulation methods. (Damjanac et al., 2016). developed the
’SRM’ model using the bonded particle model (BPM) and synthetic
rock mass (SRM) concepts to overcome the limitations of the
original discrete element method (DEM) model that required
predefined fracture trajectories. (McClure et al., 2016). developed
a hydraulic fracturing simulator that describes the expansion of
hydraulic fractures as well as simulates the tensioning and shearing
of natural fractures based on stress states. (Wang et al., 2014) used
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the granular flow method to design several parameter combinations
to study the effects of macroscopic parameters and initial stresses of
the coal seam on the cleavage state, and found that the fracture
radius was mainly affected by the deformation parameters. These
scholars have made great contributions to the research and
application of hydraulic fracturing. The hydraulic fracturing
process is accompanied by the interaction between water flow
within the fracture and fracture expansion, and it is important to
construct a suitable hydraulic coupling model to simulate the real
hydraulic splitting process, and it can be found that there are still
relatively few studies on the influence parameters of hydraulic
splitting in the coupled state. Most of the previous tests have
used lower pressures for hydraulic splitting, and there is less
research on hydraulic fracturing under high internal water
pressure. In recent years, a large number of pumped storage
power plants have been built in China, with the highest head
reaching 800 m. It is of great practical significance to carry out
research on the mechanism of hydraulic fracturing under high
internal water pressure.

The paper uses discrete element method (DEM) to establish a
hydraulic fracturing model of hydraulic coupling from ameso-scale
mechanical approach for the previous situation where the coupling
of water-rock interaction is less considered. The mechanism of
hydraulic fracturing in the tunnel surrounding rock under high
internal water pressure is studied. The influence of major principal
stresses in the formation on the direction of fracture development
under high internal water pressure is initially explored, and the
influence of formation parameters on the development of hydraulic
fracturing is investigated. The research results can provide a
reference for the design and construction of hydraulic tunnel
engineering under consideration of high internal water pressure.

2 Basic theory of hydrodynamic
coupling based on DEM

The calculation between fluid and particle cells are performed in
the particle flow code (PFC) by differential methods, and the

connection is established by the forces acting on the fluid and the
particles. Changes in fluid volume in the pores cause variation of the
forces acting on the particles, which in turn affect the volume of fluid
between the particles after the forces are applied. The solid-liquid
coupling process is shown in Figure 1 (Zimmerman and Bodvarsson,
1996; Al-Busaidi et al., 2005), where the particle medium is studied
from the meso-scale using the discrete medium approach, and the
pore fluid is considered at the mesoscale level based on the continuous
medium approach for its average value.

In the particle flow simulation, the fluid flow is simulated by
introducing fluid “domains” and fluid "ducts” (Itasca’s Particle Flow
Code, 2008). As shown in Figure 2, the “domains” are used to store
the fluid, each domain is enclosed by a closed particle contact, and
the “pipes” are the channels for fluid flow. The mechanical response
causes a change of the “pipe” to achieve a change in the flow rate,
which in turn causes a change in the pressure in the domain, and
then the fluid pressure acts on the particles, thus realizing the
hydraulic coupling effect.

In the process of hydraulic fracturing, because of its low velocity
and conforms to the laminar flow condition, the flow rate q in the
pipeline can be calculated according to the cubic theorem of parallel
plate seepage.

q � − a3

12μ
P2 − P1( )

L
(1)

where, µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient of the fluid, and Pl, P2 is
the pressure in the fluid domain at both ends of the pipe.

Assuming that the fluid flow follows the Poiseuille law, the flow
rate can be written as:

q � ka3
Δp
L

(2)

λ � k

u
(3)

where, q is the flow rate (m3/s); a is the hydraulic aperture, which is
related to the normal force of the two particles; k is the permeability
coefficient; and L is the pipe length; λ is mobility; Δp is the pressure
difference between the two pore grids.

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the fluid-solid coupling process in PFC.
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From Eq. 2, it can be seen that the opening a will affect the flow
of the pipeline, that is, the permeability of the model. The influence
of the mechanical process on the fluid flow is mainly reflected in that
the mechanical process determines the opening of the pore channel,
and the change of the opening affects the fluid flow rate. The
influence of fluid on mechanical processes is mainly manifested
in the fluctuation of pore fluid pressure caused by fluid flow, the pore
fluid pressure acting on particles and the viscous force during
fluid flow.

At the contact point between particles, it is assumed that there is
an initial opening. The existence of the initial opening allows fluid
flow in the fluid channel formed by the two particles even when they
are in close contact, thus ensuring the matrix permeability of the
material. The opening a of the fluid channel depends on the contact
force between particles. When the normal contact force between two
particles is compressive stress, the opening a of the fluid channel is
calculated by the following formula:

a � a0F0

F + F0
(4)

where, F is the current compression force between the two particles,
and F0 is the compression force when the pipe opening is reduced to
half of the initial opening.

From Eq. 4, it can be seen that when the compression force
between particles increases, the opening of the pipeline will decrease;
when the compression force between particles decreases, the opening
of the pipeline will increase. The hydraulic coupling effect is achieved
through the relationship between this force and the fluid channel.

When two cemented particles are in tension, or the bond
between the two particles has been destroyed, and the particles
are disconnected at the contact point, the opening a is calculated by
the following formula:

a � a0 + λ d − R1 − R2( ) (5)
where, d is the distance between the two particles, and R1, R2 are the
radii of the two particles respectively, and λ is a dimensionless
multiplier. For most models, the particle size is much larger than the

actual particle size, and the calculated opening will be too large.
Therefore, λ often takes a constant less than 1 to obtain a reasonable
opening.

In time steps Δt, the change in pore fluid pressure due to fluid
flow is calculated from the fluid’s bulk compression modulus.
Consider a pore with N fluid channels. In the time step Δt, the
total fluid flow is ∑ q, and the change in pore fluid pressure is:

ΔP � Kf

Vd
∑ qΔt − ΔVd( ) (6)

Where, Kf is the bulk modulus of the fluid; Vd and ΔVd are the
volume of the domain and its variation, respectively.

In order to simplify the problem of introducing water pressure
into particles, it is assumed that the pressure change due to the flow
of fluid in the pipe occurs only within the corresponding contact,
that the stress is uniform in each individual domain, and that the
push force is connected to other Domain is irrelevant. If around a
domain, the path connecting the contacts is polygonal, the stress
vector on the particle is:

f � Plt (7)
where, f is the normal unit vector of the line connecting the two
contact points; t is the length of the line.

The condition to ensure the stability of the model operation is
that the pressure change due to water inflow must be smaller than
the disturbance pressure, and the critical time step Δt can be derived
when both are equal as:

Δt � 2rVd

NKfka3
(8)

where, N is the number of pipes connected to a “domain”; and r is
the average radius of the particles around a “domain”.

All constant parameter values as follows: a0: 8.6e-6, F0: 1e10, λ:
0.1, Kf: 2.18e9. To ensure stability over the entire computational
domain, the overall time step must be the minimum of all local time
steps, in addition to being multiplied by a safety factor of less
than 1.0.

FIGURE 2
Pipe domain model in DEM. (A) Schematic diagram of the percolation model between bonded particles; (B) Particle stress vector calculation
diagram.
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3 Establishment of HF model and
parameters

3.1 Numerical model

Considering the engineering geological conditions of a typical
tunnel for pumped-storage power station, a discrete element
numerical model of circular tunnel is established. Considering
the limited computational capability of PFC2D, the surrounding
rock within a certain range around the center of the tunnel is selected
for establishing the model. As shown in Figure 3, the model size is
30 m × 30 m, the inner model particle (earth yellow) size is between
0.08 m and 0.12 m, and the outer model particle size (light brown) is
between 0.12 m and 0.18 m. The tunnel center is located in the
center of the model and the tunnel diameter is 6 m. The tunnel is
excavated with full section tunnel method. The size of the model is
about 6 times of the diameter of the tunnel. It is large enough to
ignore the tunnelling on the boundary. Since the acceleration due to
gravity is small compared to the overlying pressure, it is not
considered in the calculation.

In order to simulate the flow of fluid in rock mass, track the
process of crack initiation and propagation directly, and study the
mechanism of hydraulic fracturing in rock mass, the hydraulic
coupling calculation is used. In the hydraulic coupling
calculation, it is necessary to establish the fluid pipe domain
model of the surrounding rock. Figure 4 shows the fluid pipe
domain model after tunnel excavation. The center point of the
model is the water filling point of the high-pressure tunnel.

The pipe-domain model considers the water-rock coupling,
which means the relationship between the crack development
and the distribution or flow of water in rock mass under the
action of water pressure. The model can simulate the flow state
of water in rock more truly and can not only describe the fluid phase

and the solid phase accurately, but also combine the numerical
method of mesh division with the particle discrete element method.
It also saves a lot of computing costs. The difference between
dynamic and static internal water pressure may indeed have an
effect on hydraulic fracturing results. Dynamic internal water
pressure refers to the fluctuation of water pressure with time and
force during hydraulic fracturing. This dynamically fluctuating
internal water pressure may affect the rock’s fracture pattern and
splitting effectiveness. On the one hand, higher dynamic internal
water pressure may lead to stronger hydraulic shock force, which
increases the resistance and damage degree of rock. This can make
the rock more difficult to split or achieve the desired splitting effect.
On the other hand, fluctuations in dynamic internal water pressure
may also cause rocks impacted by water pressure to be acted on by
different forces at different times or locations, thus having an uneven
impact on the fracture path and the formed cracks. This can lead to
changes in the rock’s fracture pattern, with possible additional
fractures, offsets, or changes in fracture direction. Therefore, in
order to obtain a more stable splitting effect, it is important to keep a
relatively stable internal water pressure as much as possible.
Minimizing fluctuations in internal water pressure by controlling
the parameters and operation of the hydraulic system helps to
improve the consistency and predictability of hydraulic splitting.

The fluid-solid coupling is realized by the following ways. 1) The
size of the pipe is determined by the contact force between particles
and the change of piper size will cause the change of particle contact
force, so as to realize the coupling between the seepage of the model
and the stress state. 2) The forces acting on the particle change the
volume of the domain which in turn influence the pressure inside
the domain. 3) The pressure difference between adjacent domains
acts on the surrounding particles in the form of seepage volume
force. Therefore, the influence of seepage on the stress state of solid
particles is considered.

3.2 Initial field stress

Field stress is applied by the action of the ’wall’ (the blue border
in Figure 3) on the particles. According to the field stress test results
obtained by the stress relief method in the field, the high-pressure
tunnel construction area is dominated by horizontal stress.

FIGURE 3
Numerical model with DEM.

FIGURE 4
Hydrodynamically coupled fluid pipe domain model.
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Therefore, in the two-dimensional numerical model, the horizontal
direction is selected as major principal stress direction, and the
vertical direction is selected as the minor principal stress direction.
The determined horizontal stress σh is 15.5 MPa, and the vertical
stress σv is 8.2 MPa. As the tunnel is deep buried, both the horizontal
and vertical stresses are considered as uniform.

3.3 Calibration of rock parameters

According to the regional geological report of the tunnel, the
parameters of the surrounding rock are shown in Table 1.

In particle flow code, the macroscopic response of the material is
inferred from the interactions of microscopic properties. The
purpose of microscale parameter calibration is to obtain
unknown parameters of particles and bonds in DEM calculations
(Yu et al., 2021). Since the relationship between the input microscale
parameters and the target macroscale ones is not directly correlated,
a large number of numerical simulations need to be performed by
continuously adjusting the input microscale parameters until the
desired macroscale behavior is reproduced. During this process, we
need to ensure that the numerically simulated stress-strain curves
are consistent with the experiments.

By taking a group of initial parameters, changing a single meso-
parameter and analyzing the law of macro-parameter change, we
can better adjust the meso-parameter and get a reasonable result
quickly. Parallel bond modulus (Pb_emod) and parallel bond
stiffness ratio (Pb_kratio) are deformation parameters of
particles. The influence of Pb_emod and Pb_kratio on the stress-
strain curves under uniaxial compression is shown in Figure 5. With
the increase of Pb_emod, the stress-strain elastic segment becomes
steeper, the macroscopic Young’s modulus increases obviously, and
the peak strength changes little. With the increase of Pb_kratio, both
peak strength and Young’s modulus decrease slightly.

Parallel bond cohesion (Pb_coh), parallel bond tensile strength
(Pb_ten) and parallel bond internal friction angle (Pb_fa) are the three
strength parameters of particles. The stress-strain curves obtained
from the uniaxial compression simulation is shown in Figure 6.

When the pb_coh increases from 15 MPa to 40 MPa, the peak
strength increases from 35 MPa to approximately 46 MPa. The peak
strength increases linearly with the increase of the cohesion and the
Young’s modulus remains unchanged. When the pb_ten increases
from 15 MPa to 35 MPa, the peak strength increases from 35 MPa to
72 MPa and the peak strength increases linearly with the tensile
strength. The internal friction angle has little effect on the
macroscopic elastic modulus and peak strength.

Uniaxial compression test by numerical simulation of specimens
and after a somewhat tedious trial and error calibration process, the
simulation results for the macro-mechanical behavior of the rock
mass were obtained and the results are show in Figure 7.

We can see that the stress-strain curves correspond well to
experimental observation of the filed rock. Therefore, the results
obtained from the numerical tests can basically represent the
macroscopic mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock. The
determined micro-mechanical parameters are shown in Table 2.

4 Model validation

In this section, the numerical model is assessed through the
comparison with the analytical solutions of redistributed stress after
excavation in circle tunnel. For this purpose, numerical simulations
of underground cavern excavation were performed. The horizontal
field stress of 15.5 MPa and the vertical field stress of 8.2 MPa were
selected. According to the elastic mechanics, the tangential and
radial stresses along the x-axis path of the tunnel center after
excavation can be written as (Jaeger et al., 2009):

σ ′θ �
1
2

1 + λ( )σv 1 + r02

x2
( ) + 1

2
1 − λ( )σv 1 + 3

r04

x4
( ) (9)

σ ′r �
1
2

1 + λ( )σv 1 − r02

x2
( ) − 1

2
1 − λ( )σv 1 − 4

r02

x2
+ 3

r40
x4

( ) (10)

where, σ ′θ and σ
′
r are the tangential and radial stresses after the circular

excavation acting along the x axis of the circular opening; r0 is the
radius of the circle opening; x is the distance between the circle center
and the interest point on the axis; and λ is the lateral pressure coefficient.

The comparison between the analytical solution and the
numerical simulation are shown in Figure 8. The magnitude of
the tangential initial stress is equal to the vertical field stress, and the
magnitude of the radial initial stress is equal to the horizontal field
stress. It is obvious that the redistributed tangential stresses basically
coincided with the analytical solution after the numerical simulation
of excavation, and the radial stresses had some fluctuations but could
also match well. Overall, the model met the expectation and is able to
simulate the tunnel excavation well, providing a good simulation
environment for the tunnel water-filling tests.

5 Results and discussions

5.1 Progressive hydraulic fracturing process

Based on the simulation results of tunnel filling, the hydraulic
fracturing process and failure mechanism of surrounding rock
subjected to high internal pressure water can be revealed. In order
to understand the hydraulic fracturing process more clearly, pp �
15MPa was taken as an example to record the development of crack
length over time. It should be noted that the initial field stress is that
the vertical stress σv is 8.2 MPa and the horizontal stress σh is
15.5 MPa. Figure 9 shows the crack propagation process in the
surrounding rock during the HF process under the action of high
internal water. During the complete HF simulation process, the
internal water pressure is kept constant at 15MPa.

TABLE 1 Physical and mechanical parameters of surrounding rock.

Gravity/kN m-3 26.3

Elastic modulus/GPa 20

Poisson’s ratio 0.20

Cohesion/MPa 3.0

Friction angle/° 55

Tensile strength/MPa 4.0–5.5
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It can be seen from Figure 9 that under the action of high
internal water pressure, the force on the surrounding rock at the cave
wall is the largest, and fracturing occurs first. Once the pore water
pressure exceeds the tensile strength of the rock mass, the
connection between the rock mass particles is destroyed, and the
pressure further causes the crack expansion. At the initial moment of
fracturing, mainly horizontal cracks are produced, while the rock
mass at other positions of the cave wall is relatively intact. As the
crack expands, the water pressure in the expanded crack gradually
decays with the increase of the crack length. When the crack extends
to a certain distance, the crack propagation tends to be stable
because the water pressure at the crack tip is less than the critical
water pressure for fracturing of the surrounding rock. At the same
time, small cracks are evenly distributed around the wall of the cave.
Moreover, the connection between the particles near the induced
cracks breaks and it mainly propagates along the HF cracks.

Figure 10 shows the water pressure applied on rock particles. After
the hydraulic fracturing of the surrounding rock, the water pressure
inside the crack gradually decreases with the increase of the fracturing
length, and the pressure applied on the surrounding rock gradually
decreases. At the tips of the cracks, the water pressure is not reduced to
zero and it is smaller than the critical water pressure value of the
surrounding rock. Therefore, the crack expansion tends to be stable.

Internal water pressure is an important factor affecting hydraulic
fracturing. Therefore, different water pressures are selected for
fracturing simulation. Figure 11 shows the relationship curve

between cycle steps and splitting crack length, as the number of
cycle steps increases, the crack growth rate exhibits a slow-rapid-
slow law. Figure 12 shows the relationship between internal water
pressure and the maximum fracturing crack length. By simulating
tunnel water filling under different high internal water pressures
(0–15 MPa), it can be found that there is a critical threshold pressure
σcr for tunnel fracturing caused by high internal water pressure.
When the internal water pressure is less than the critical pressure
value, the tunnel will not produce splitting damage. For the working
conditions in this paper, when the water-filled pressure exceeds σcr =
12.0 MPa, the surrounding rock around the cave wall begins to split
and fail, and when the water-filled pressure less than σcr = 12.0 MPa,
the surrounding rock around the cave wall will not split. Therefore,
the critical pressure value of the working conditions in this paper is
12.0 MPa. As the water filling pressure increases, the length of the
splitting cracks generated in the tunnel increases rapidly. When the
water filling pressure increases to 15 MPa, the splitting distance
increases to nearly 10 m. To describe the relationship between
internal hydraulic pressure and fracture splitting length, the
following equation is proposed:

lc � 0 σ ≤ 12
eA σ−σcr( ) − 1 σ > 12

{ (11)

where, lc is the maximum length of the crack produced by hydraulic
fracturing; σ is the internal water pressure in the tunnel; A is a fitting

FIGURE 5
Deformation parameter calibration stress-strain curve. (A) Pb_emod calibration stress-strain curve; (B) Pb_kratio calibration stress-strain curve.

FIGURE 6
Strength parameter calibration stress-strain curve. (A) Pb_coh calibration stress-strain curve; (B) Pb_ten calibration stress-strain curve; (C) Pb_fa
calibration stress-strain curve.
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parameter, which is a variable describing the relationship between
the length of the splitting crack and the increase of water pressure in
the tunnel. It is related to the field stress and the mechanical
properties of the rock mass. The determined A is 0.81. The
correlation coefficient R2 is 0.97333, indication that this equation
can describe the development of crack length with the increase of
internal water pressure well.

As the crack grows, although the water pressure acting on the
crack gradually decreases, the larger moment arm also leads to a
larger splitting force, which also shows a secondary promotion effect
on crack propagation. This secondary promotion makes the increase

rate of the fracture length increase with the internal water pressure,
and the fitting Eq. 6 also reflects the promotion effect of the internal
water pressure on the fracture splitting length.

5.2 Effect of strength of surrounding rock on
hydraulic fracturing

As shown in previous study, the development of crack length is
significantly related to the mechanical properties of rock mass. The
cohesion of rock mass is an important strength index of rock mass.
To reveal the influence of rock cohesion on the hydraulic fracturing,
five different cohesion value are designed and calculated using an
internal water pressure of 14 MPa. The obtained numerical
simulation results are shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13, the
critical water pressure is defined as the pressure when the rock
mass starts to fracture under the action of high internal water
pressure.

Numerical test results show that when the cohesion of rock
mass changes from 5 MPa to 6 MPa, the length of the splitting
fracture decreases almost linearly. When the cohesion reaches
6.5 MPa, the splitting length decreases sharply, and the crack
development is basically inhibited. However, when the cohesive
changes from 5 MPa to 7 MPa, the critical water pressure increases
monotonously with the increase of cohesive. The cohesive affects
the HF results significantly, and high cohesive force results in the
inhibiting of the development of splitting cracks. This is because
the increase in the cohesion of the rock mass will increase the
bonding ability between the rock mass particles, and the
connection between the rock mass particles will be less likely to

FIGURE 7
Typical mechanical responses and failure patterns of rocks under uniaxial compression tests.

TABLE 2 Meso-parameters of class II surrounding rock.

Minimum particle radius/m 0.1

Maximum to minimum particle radius ratio 1.6

Particle density/(g/m3) 2,580

Particle contact modulus emod/GPa 10

Particle normal and tangential stiffness ratio/(kn/ks) 2

Bond contact modulus pb_emod/GPa 10

Bond stiffness ratio pb_kn/pb_ks 2

Particle friction coefficient 0.4

Tensile strength/MPa 22

Cohesive force/MPa 33

Internal friction angle/° 45
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FIGURE 8
Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions of stresses after tunnel excavation.

FIGURE 9
Development process of crack length under the action of high internal water pressure.
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be damaged, which increases the tensile strength of the rock mass
in the direction of vertical crack development, thus inhibiting the
HF.When the cohesion increases to a certain value, the HF effect of
the internal water pressure is less than the anti-splitting ability of
the rock mass, and HF does not occur again.

The internal friction angle of the rock is an important strength
index. To study the effect of the internal friction angle on HF, only
the internal friction angle parameter of the surrounding rock is

changed in the numerical tests. The hydraulic fracturing at the
internal water pressure of 14.0 MPa and 14.5 MPa is studied
respectively. The obtained experimental results are shown in
Figure 14.

The simulation of HF under different internal friction angles
reveals that the variation of internal friction angle has no effect on
the crack development under both internal hydraulic pressures at a
given field stress state. According to the numerical simulation
results, the cracks produced between the particles after fracturing
are tensile cracks, so the splitting damage under this field stress state
is tensile. The internal friction angle reflects the magnitude of the
internal frictional resistance of the rock mass. During the HF
process, the distance between the particles becomes larger and
the contract is destroyed, the frictional resistance is not reflected
in this process. It does not play a role for the splitting damage in the
tensile form, so the internal friction angle has little effect on the
results of the crack length. At the same time, when the friction angle
increases from 25° to 30°, the critical water pressure increases
slightly. But when the internal friction angle changes from 30° to
50°, the critical water pressure stays constant.

5.3 Effect of field stress on hydraulic
fracturing

Wang et al., 2014 found that the axial pressure of rock mass
along the coal seam can amplify the fracturing damage capacity of
high-pressure water flow. The greater the axial pressure along the
coal seam, the easier it is to break. The smaller the axial pressure

FIGURE 10
The water pressure applied on rock particles.

FIGURE 11
Relationship curve between cycle steps and splitting crack
length.
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perpendicular to the coal seam, the easier it is to produce cracks.
Through the directional injection hydraulic fracturing test, the
fractured joint will deflect to the major horizontal principal stress
direction after the fracture initiation. However, previous studies

on the effect of principal stress on fracture initiation are rare, and
the connection between the state of principal stress and fracture
initiation under high internal water pressure is still worth
studying.

FIGURE 12
Relationship curve between internal water pressure and splitting crack length.

FIGURE 13
Influence of cohesion on fracturing results.
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In previous numerical tests, when the tunnel is filled with
water at 12.0 MPa–15.0 MPa waterhead, hydraulic fracturing
occurs in the surrounding rock, and the HF of the
surrounding rock is along the direction of the major principal
stress of the field stress. To further verify that the hydraulic
fracturing after tunnel filling is along the direction of the major
principal stress of the field stress, three different lateral pressure
coefficients are used to simulate the tunnel filling process. The
effect of the change in the direction of the principal stress of the
ground after filling on the direction of HF of the surrounding
rock are analyzed. The test simulation results are shown in
Figure 15.

The simulation results show that the major principal stresses in
Figures 15A,B are in the vertical direction and the splitting
direction is in the vertical direction. In Figure 15C, the major
principal stress direction is in the horizontal direction and the
splitting direction is also in the horizontal direction. It can be
found that under different major principal stress directions, after
the tunnel is filled with water, the surrounding rock is hydraulically
split along different directions of horizontal and vertical. But the
direction of fracturing is consistent with the direction of major
principal stress. This reflects that after the tunnel is filled with
water, the direction of the major principal stress will determine the
direction of HF. This is because HF is rock tensile damage or
tensile-shear damage, and the field principal stress will play a
compressive role on the stratigraphic rock, making the particles
denser, and the soil particles spacing smaller. Therefore, the
compressed dense particles are more difficult to be separated,
and the connection between the particles requires greater water
pressure to pulled off. At this time, if the rock split not only to
overcome its tensile properties but also to resist the field stress,

which makes the rock mass in the direction of perpendicular to the
major principal stress greater than the perpendicular to the minor
principal resistance to splitting capacity. Therefore, the crack is
more likely to unfold along the direction of the major principal
stress.

To further investigate the effect of principal stress on hydraulic
fracture, hydraulic fracture tests are conducted under different
principal stresses. Five different types of major and minor
principal stresses are used for water injection tests to obtain the
law between the magnitude of the principal stress and the critical
splitting pressure. The simulation results are also compared with the
analytical solutions (Scholz, 1968):

σθ � 3σ2 − σ1 (12)
Pi � 3σ2 − σ1 + T (13)

where, Pi is the water pressure at which the initial cracking of the
pore wall occurs; σθ is the tangential stress around the borehole; T is
the tensile strength of the rock.

As shown in Figure 16, the critical fracture pressure is
negatively correlated with the major principal stress. The critical
fracture decreases with the increase of the major principal stress
and the major principal stress plays a role in promoting fracture.
The critical splitting pressure is positively correlated with the
minor principal stress, and as the stress increases, the cracking
pressure increases. The minor principal stress plays an inhibitory
role in splitting. This also verifies the previous conclusion that the
splitting process has to overcome the tension and field stress
between the particles, so the larger the minor principal stress is,
the larger the water pressure is needed, and the higher the cracking
pressure is.

FIGURE 14
Influence of Internal Friction Angle on fracturing Results.
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5.4 Effect of tunnel diameter on hydraulic
fracturing

It is very important to carry out the hydraulic fracturing analysis
of different tunnel diameters for the tunnel lining structure design of
the pumped storage power station. According to the established
numerical model of the high internal water pressure tunnel, a
waterhead of 14.0 MPa is applied in the tunnel to carry out the

water filling simulation. The hydraulic fracturing of the surrounding
rock after the high-pressure tunnel is filled with water under
different apertures is analyzed. Figure 17 shows the fracture
length of surrounding rock under high internal water pressure
with different pore diameters. It can be seen that after the high-
pressure tunnel is filled with water, the larger the diameter of the
high-pressure tunnel, the longer the hydraulic splitting distance of
the surrounding rock under the action of high internal water

FIGURE 15
HF tests under different lateral pressure coefficients. (A) Lateral pressure coefficient 0.3; (B) Lateral pressure coefficient 0.5; (C) Lateral pressure
coefficient 3.3.

FIGURE 16
Cracking pressure versus principal stress curve.
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pressure. This may be due to the fact that the larger the tunnel
diameter, the smaller the internal water pressure attenuation caused
by the same split crack length, so the tunnel with a larger diameter
needs longer split cracks to achieve stress balance. When the tunnel
diameter is 4 m, the crack extends about 4.6 m. When the tunnel
diameter is 8 m, the crack length increases to 6.5 m. The crack length
of the surrounding rock is approximately linear with the tunnel
diameter.

6 Conclusion

Discrete element method (DEM) is used to establish a hydraulic
fracturing model and the water-rock coupling is considered in this
paper. The mechanism of hydraulic fracturing in the tunnel
surrounding rock under high internal water pressure is studied.
The influence of major principal stresses in the formation on the
direction of fracture development under high internal water
pressure is initially explored, and the influence of formation
parameters on the development of hydraulic fracturing is
investigated. The mainly conclusions are as follows.

(1) Under the action of internal water pressure, the cavity wall of the
surrounding rock first splits with two parallel cracks. Then water
enters the cracks and causes the cracks to expand by squeezing
the crack sidewall, and the expansion of the cracks by water
pressure gradually decays until it is less than the critical
fracturing pressure of surrounding rock. The relationship
between internal hydraulic pressure and fracture splitting
length can be describe an exponential function.

(2) The hydraulic fracturing is a tensile damage failure model.
Cohesion inhibits the development of hydraulic fractures,
and an increase in cohesion increases the fracture initiation
pressure. The variation of the internal friction angle has little
effect on the fractured radius and fracture initiation pressure.
The increase in the cohesion of the rock mass will increase the
bonding ability between the rock mass particles, and the
connection between the rock mass particles will be less likely
to be damaged, which increases the tensile strength of the rock
mass in the direction of vertical crack development, thus
inhibiting the HF.

(3) The direction of hydraulic fracturing under high internal water
pressure is related to the ratio of major principal stress to
minor principal stress. The surrounding rock splits
preferentially along the direction of the major principal
stress. The splitting process has to overcome the field stress
and the tensile capacity between rock particles. The minor
principal stress of the stratum is positively correlated with the
critical fracturing pressure, and the major principal stress of
the stratum is negatively correlated with the critical fracturing
pressure. This conclusion is important for the control of
hydraulic fracturing hazards. HF is rock tensile damage or
tensile-shear damage, and the field principal stress will play a
compressive role on the stratigraphic rock, making the
particles denser, and the soil particles spacing smaller.
Therefore, the compressed dense particles are more difficult
to be separated, and the connection between the particles
requires greater water pressure to pulled off. At this time, if
the rock split not only to overcome its tensile properties but
also to resist the field stress, which makes the rock mass in the

FIGURE 17
Relationship between tunnel diameter and fracturing crack length.
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direction of perpendicular to the major principal stress greater
than the perpendicular to the minor principal resistance to
splitting capacity. Therefore, the crack is more likely to unfold
along the direction of the major principal stress. The fracturing
crack length almost increases linearly with the increase of
tunnel diameter. This may be due to the fact that the larger the
tunnel diameter, the smaller the internal water pressure
attenuation caused by the same split crack length, so the
tunnel with a larger diameter needs longer split cracks to
achieve stress balance.
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